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An innovation and technology leader in the commercial fitness industry, MYE Entertainment is the largest provider of wireless TV audio products in the world. MYE TV audio receivers pick up audio from TVs mounted in the facility on each cardio machine. From the cardio machine, an exerciser can select a TV based on the corresponding number posted under each TV and listen to the audio via headphones.

**MYE Entertainment Training**

**Purpose:** In this release we will cover the components of the MYE system. We will discuss how those components are installed and how they work together.

**Important Notes:**
- MYE Transmitter – Installation *Time index 0:12*
- MYE Programmer – Auto Scan *Time index 5:04*
- MYE Programmer – Manual Scan *Time index 6:09*

**Delivery & Installation Tips:**

*Tip#1: Transmitter Set-up*

Install the antenna to the back of the transmitter
Install Source cable (Digital Audio or RCA/Analog)
Set Transmitter Mode

Set Channel (Channels must correspond to the number displayed under the TV)

Install Power supply to transmitter (A lit green LED indicated the transmitter is receiving power)
Zip tie or Velcro tape transmitter to the back of the TV bracket.
Tip#2: MYE Programmer – Auto Scan

Power up the programmer by attaching the 9v battery and pressing power

Press and Hold Volume Up & Channel Down button simultaneously until P-1 appears on the screen
There are 8 different options for the transmitter types P-1 through P-8. Use the channel buttons to switch between the different types. Choose the correct transmitter type based on what is already at the club or on what you are installing as new.

P-1 = MYE Entertainment 900MHz Transmitters
P-2 = Cardio Theater LCS 900MHz Transmitters*
P-3 = Cardio Theater / Exercise xTV 900MHz Transmitters
P-4 = BroadcastVision 900MHz Series 1 Transmitters
P-5 = BroadcastVision 900MHz Series 2 Transmitters
P-6 = MYE Entertainment 800MHz Transmitters
P-7 = Cardio Theater 800MHz XTV Transmitters
P-8 = Audeon 800MHz Transmitters

Once the transmitter type has been selected press the TV button to scan channels.
When the Programmer is done scanning the channels it will display channel 1. Press the PGM button to save the channels that have been scanned. The display will blink indicating that the channels have been saved.
Tip#3: MYE Programmer – Manual Scan

This procedure is done when a channel is missing from your auto scan.
Press and hold Volume Up & Channel Down until P-1 appears.

Select the correct transmitter type and press PGM. This will bypass the auto scan.
Using Channel Up or Down you can toggle channel presets on or off by selecting the channel and pressing TV (Done when you must add or delete channels)
Press PGM button to save settings. The programmer will blink indicating that the channels have been saved.
Plug the receiver into the C SAFE port on the back of the console. Use the IR functionality of the programmer to send the channel list to the receiver.
Now when go into the workout mode in the app drawer, you will see the MYE icon

When clicked the channel list will appear
Should you have any questions regarding any of the information above, please feel free to contact me.
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